Look Who’s Here!

SATURDAY November 3, 2018
Age 6

Age 7

Age 8

Age 9

The Auditorium

Crafty Corner

The Workshop

Patchakatha

09:00-10:00

Do Lions eat Dosas? |
Lavanya Karthik
Growl, burp, giggle and
sing along with
Lavanya Karthik as
she tells you stories
about dosa-eating
lions and little fish
with big dreams.
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The Workshop
Excuse Me, I Need to Pee | Neha Singh

10:30-11:30

Get on a funny, icky, sticky ride with Rahi, who always has to do susu,
whether she is on a bus, in a train or in the middle of nowhere!

The Studio
Find your Superhero | Shabnam Minwalla

If you were to be a superhero, what would you choose as your
superpower?

Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Cut and Pasta

All in a School Day | Shabnam Minwalla

If cooking is not your favourite pastime, do not worry. There are
many more uses of Pasta.

Nimmi bounces in and out of trouble while battling terrifying teachers and
tough bullies right from Day One in Grade 6.

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

The Studio

Explore the states of India through their traditional arts and craft
and “see” what else the journey holds. Don’t forget to pick up your
blindfold

It’s Jigsaw Puzzle Time | Savio Mascarenhas
Do you like jigsaw puzzles? Stories? Comics? If yes, here is a
comic story jigsaw challenge for you.

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

Come, have fun with chairs and paper animals.

GRRR! KEEE! HISSS! Time to write a
wildlife poem | Bijal Vachharajani

You may have heard of Shale
Kaak. But do you know the real
story? Join in to find out more.

Aaaaaaaaaa...
Ummmm... Food Tales
from Desi Land |
Vikram Sridhar

The Auditorium
What’s in Your Backyard? | Arefa Tehsin

Who is the venomous 100-legger in your bathroom? Who lives in your
kitchen but can survive a nuclear bomb attack? Whose home is it?
Wildlife isn’t confined to forests. Check out the backyard with Arefa.

12:00-13:00

How would you like to spend a day by the sea? What would you see there?
The answers are here.
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If cooking is not your favourite pastime, do not worry. There are
many more uses of Pasta.

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

Meet a girl who is always eating. Then, a group of farmers who started a
bank of seeds in India. Next, put yourself into the shoes of an earthworm
to write a story about food.

Patchakatha
3 Questions | Kapil
Pandey

What happens when Satya
whistles on a boat in the middle of
the sea?

Explore the states of India through their traditional arts and craft and
“see” what else the journey holds. Don’t forget to pick up your blindfold.

It’s Jigsaw Puzzle Time | Savio Mascarenhas

Into the Forest |
Vikram Sridhar

Join Vikram for a story hunt
through the Indian forests. Tread
softly and slowly. Look up, down
and all around. How many animals
can you spot? How many birds can
you hear?

Kadak-Dhumak-ChhalakChhapak-Tabdak-Tabdak-DhinDhin-Dhadak Dholak Dholak!

Fantastic Fables |
Champa Saha

Join Champa as she relates animal
stories from the fabulous fables of
India.

Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Friend
Forever Frame
Here is your chance to preserve some memories.

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

Explore the states of India through its traditional arts and craft - but
blindfolded!!

The Workshop
Excuse Me, I Need to Pee | Neha Singh

Get on a funny, icky, sticky ride with Rahi, who always has to do susu,
whether she is on a bus, in a train or in the middle of nowhere!

The Studio
A Cunning Plan | Shabnam Minwalla

Trouble is in the air. Be ready to help two young strangers plot a course
around the wall which divides them, to save the day.

Doodle Wall
Supersilly | Lavanya Karthik

Meet Sneeze-man, Boogerboy, the Mighty Paratha and other weird and
wonderful superheroes with very strange powers. Create your own Supersilly.
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Crafty Corner
Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Friend
Forever Frame
Here is your chance to preserve some memories.

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

Qissago Kailash Waghmare is an actor-singer who has
worked in several renowned plays and in Marathi films. He
sleeps, dreams and thinks theatre.

When Bijal Vachharajani* is not reading Harry Potter
or worrying about climate change, she can be found traipsing
around the jungles of India. When you meet her, ask her why
she is known as Editor Scissorhands.

Fevicreate develops creative hobby ideas for children of

Savio Mascarenhas’* is the creative mind behind Super
Suppandi, the super avatar of Suppandi. He is also the artist
for Little Shambu, based on the childhood adventures of
Shikari Shambu.

Kapil Pandey* discovered his passion for storytelling at

The Workshop
Naatak Time | Champa Saha

Let’s take to the stage, explore and discover the performer in you in this
power packed 60-minute tour of the world of theatre.

The Studio
Aaah, Dishoom, Dhadaam | Lavanya Karthik
Create your own crazy comic in this wacky workshop.

The Auditorium

The art of Qissebaazi was invented by Danish Hussain.
The award-winning actor, poet, storyteller and theatre
director was also instrumental in reviving Dastangoi, the
lost art form of Urdu storytelling. He runs his own theatre
company The Hoshruba Repertory in Mumbai.

Gautam Benegal* will probably be silently figuring out

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

What can you do with a lot of chairs? Or with paper animals?
The best way to find out is to join Malavika.

Qissago Saattvic is an economist who works at a law
firm, moonlights as an actor, starlights as a tabla player,
torchlights as a playwright, candlelights as a singer and
fairylights as a film-maker.

Sajid Mohiuddin, who hails from the serene town of
Sumbal loves to stay active at all times. An NSD-trained
theatre actor and drama writer, he recreates Kashmiri folk
stories through visuals and performing art.

Topsy Turvy | Savio Mascarenhas

Come and discover how our eyes can play tricks on us and reveal
wonders in the simplest things.

children’s books. She also helps animals who are ill, hurt or in
trouble. She loves to sit at her desk- illustrating, surrounded
by dogs she rescued, with a hot cup of tea.

all ages. Their aim is to use craft as a tool to make learning
simpler, helping children’s development in a meaningful and
fun way so that they become more creative and solutionsoriented.

what you’d look like on paper from the moment you are
introduced. He likes cartoons as well as serious stuff and
has held exhibitions of his paintings in Important Sounding
Places.

Learn storytelling using the humble Post-It notes. Run through the stories of
Tintin, Dogman and Naruto before making your very own work of art.

Come, have fun with chairs and paper animals.

Puchchu ki Dholak |
Kapil Pandey
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Crafty Corner

Lasting Images | Gautam Benegal

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

Arefa Tehsin* grew up treading jungles with her
naturalist father. She was often found trying to catch a snake
or spin a yarn. The Ex-Honorary Wildlife Warden, Udaipur, is
the author of several books and a columnist in newspapers
and magazines.

counsellor who has been reading, listening to and telling
stories ever since she can remember.

Doodle Wall

Do you like jigsaw puzzles? Stories? Comics? If yes, here is a
comic story jigsaw challenge for you.

Patchakatha
13:30-14:30

The Auditorium

Proiti Roy*, winner of the BLBA Award, illustrates for

had to wait twenty years to be published! Her two sons do
not read her books but are a constant source of inspiration.

Champa Saha* is a teacher, special educator and

Each of us “sees” the sights, smells, sounds and textures that surround us,
differently. Join Gautam and discover ways to illustrate your own stories.

Open wide to catch these yummy
tales of coconuts, vada pav and
masala dosas. Feel the heat, taste
the spice!

UMMM! Do Earthworms Even Wear Shoes? |
Bijal Vachharajani

Step into stories of Rajas and
Ranis, sparrows and tigers, trees
and humans. Are you ready? Once
upon a time….

Seeing is Believing | Gautam Benegal

On the Beach | Proiti Roy

Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Cut and Pasta

Folktales from the
Land of
Rajinikanth |
Vikram Sridhar

Doodle Wall

Doodle Wall
Crafty Corner

As you sow, so shall you reap’.
These stories tell you exactly what
the saying means.

Meet India’s wild animals and find out all about them. Sharpen your pencils,
pick up your notepads for this marathon wildlife poetry-writing session.

Patchakatha
A Foxy Tale |
Sajid Mohiuddin

Kateje Bache Tih
Al Beul |
Sajid Mohiuddin

Andaleeb Wajid has been writing since she was ten but

the grand old age of 30 when he met the Gruffalo in the deep
dark wood. When not telling stories, he runs marathons and
sometimes goes to work.

Shabnam Minwalla was senior assistant editor with the
Times of India but now has the even more brain-scrambling
job of being a mother of three. When time permits, she dons
her writer’s hat!

and drawing books for children. She also eats a lot of cake
and talks to street dogs… occasionally they talk back (the
dogs, not the cake).

Siddhant Shah*, a TEDx speaker, heritage architect and
accessibility consultant with UNESCO, works with museums
and art galleries to bridge the gap between cultural heritage
and disability, through multi-sensory experiential activities,
for children with special needs.

Malavika PC is an artist, illustrator and performer who
lives and works from her studio in Pondicherry. She loves
to draw on and with paper and is currently working on a
picture book.

Vikram Sridhar* grew up on stories of laddoos and
curd rice. Once grown up, he decided to combine his varied
pursuits of drama, rescuing monkeys and working with
underprivileged children by becoming a storyteller.

Lavanya Karthik* has the best job in the world - writing

Neha Singh* loves creating stories through books, plays
and films. She believes there is a crazy story inside every
person, itching to be told.

*Also participated in Bookaroo in the City programme

The Real Jetsetters | Arefa Tehsin

Some animals that travel the world with their wings and fins and feet
can put our greatest travellers to shame. Want to know more about such
creatures? Join in.

Explore the states of India through its traditional arts and craft - but
blindfolded!!

Topsy Turvy | Savio Mascarenhas

Come and discover how our eyes can play tricks on us and reveal
wonders in the simplest things.

Sponsor

Supporters

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

What can you do with a lot of chairs? Or with paper animals? The
best way to find out is to join Malavika.

Created and Directed by Danish Hussain

09:00-10:00

sunday November 4, 2018
Age 10

Age 11

Age 12

Age 13

The Auditorium

Patchakatha

The Workshop

Crafty Corner

Nature’s Great Mysteries | Arefa Tehsin

Do tigers drink blood? Does the ‘flying snake’ fly? Were the ‘Elephant
Bird’ or ‘Roc’ eggs that Sindbad the sailor saw a myth or reality? Let’s get
to the bottom of some of the mysteries of nature!

Time Travel with
Vikram | Vikram Sridhar

Imagine a time when there were
no computers, mobile phones
and other modern gadgets. Travel
back a little in time and experience
that life.

Shehzadi Madhumati
Bol Uthi | Kapil Pandey

It’ll take more than one story to get
Shehzadi Madhumati to break her
vow of silence. You think you can
manage that?

Survival Guide | Andaleeb Wajid

What’s in your backpack? What would you carry in it as your survival kit?

The Studio
A Pinch of Magic | Shabnam Minwalla
Cook up some riotous rhyming spells.

Doodle Wall
Wacky Wall | Proiti Roy

Turn the Doodle Wall into a place to celebrate happiness!

The Workshop
All in a School Day | Shabnam Minwalla

10:30-11:30

Nimmi bounces in and out of trouble while battling terrifying teachers and
tough bullies right from Day One in Grade 6.

The Studio
To the Naniverse and Beyond | Lavanya Karthik

Travel to Gadbadnagar with Lavanya to meet Deepu, Ninja Nani and many
other crazy characters. Be warned, though. Pongo may be on the prowl.

Doodle Wall
The Plot Thickens | Gautam Benegal

12:00-13:00

What is a good story without an unforgettable character?
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Crafty Corner
Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Where did
the Aliens Go?
Let’s travel in your universe to create your league of Aliens!

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

4

Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | Where did
the Aliens Go?
Let’s travel in your universe to create your league of Aliens!

Tactile Trails and Tales | Siddhant Shah

The Auditorium
Qissebaazi | Kailash Waghmare & Saattvic

Be ready to be captivated. While Kailash presents a satire on
contemporary social and political issues written by Veera Rathod, while
Saattvic tells the musical tale of how drama came to be.

Explore India’s states through their traditional arts and craft, blindfolded. Directed by Danish Husain
Produced by The Hoshruba Repertory

The Treasure Hunt | Savio Mascarenhas

The Auditorium
Into the Heart of Darkness | Arefa Tehsin

Follow in the footsteps of renowned naturalist Raza H Tehsin, deep into
the wilderness in the dead of night, hear the sounds carried on the wind.
Are those anklet bells tinkling? Is that chattering laughter?

Patchakatha
Real Life Heroes |
Champa Saha

We love Superman, Batman,
Spiderman and Harry Potter, don’t
we? Superheroes all – brave
and honest, fighting evil, always
helping the innocent. What about
some real heroes – children like
you, from ordinary families…?

Shehzadi Madhumati
Bol Uthi | Kapil Pandey

It’ll take more than one story to get
Shehzadi Madhumati to break her
vow of silence. You think you can
manage that?

Make Your SuperVillain | Savio Mascarenhas

Draw your very own SuperVillain, complete with evil powers and
evil gadgets!

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

Create an installation to remember using chairs and paper-crafted
animalia.

Patchakatha
Inspirational
Women | Vikram Sridhar

Discover some sensational stories
of brave queens, inspirational
women leaders and outstanding
sportswomen. Men are not the
only heroes!

Shehzadi Madhumati
Bol Uthi | Kapil Pandey

It’ll take more than one story to get
Shehzadi Madhumati to break her
vow of silence. You think you can
manage that?

The Workshop
So You Want to Know About the
Environment? | Bijal Vachharajani

Watch a film and take a journey around the world to become
climate defenders.

The Studio
How on Earth do Writers Write? | Andaleeb Wajid
Where do ideas come from? How do writers turn these ideas into stories?

Date & Time

Battle of the Brushes |
Lavanya Karthik & Savio Mascarenhas

Chairs are not meant just to sit on. There are many other things
you can do. Malavika tells you how.

How did Birbal, Badshah Akbar’s
courtier, always have the right
answer to all questions? Find
out the secret of Birbal’s wit with
Champa Saha.

Close your eyes and explore the Indian Modern Masters.

Doodle Wall

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

What happens when your mom
dresses you up for a fancy-dress
competition as a watermelon?
Well, all kinds of exciting,
unimaginable adventures.

Touch and Smell a Painting | Siddhant Shah

Chairs are not meant just to sit on. There are many other things
you can do. Malavika tells you how.

Sharpen your detective skills for some fun-filled sleuthing with
Savio in this extravaganza of comic books and their characters,
brain-teasers and laughter!

A Fancy Problem |
Neha Singh

Create a friend-themed photo frame that will last forever.

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

The Treasure Hunt | Savio Mascarenhas

The Clever
Courtier |
Champa Saha

Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | A Pictureperfect Friendship

Sharpen your detective skills for some fun-filled sleuthing with
Savio in this extravaganza of comic books and their characters,
brain-teasers and laughter!

Explore India’s states through their traditional arts and craft,
blindfolded.

Patchakatha
13:30-14:30
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Crafty Corner
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Two illustrators draw, paint and sketch for their lives as an unknown story is
read out to them…

The Workshop
Wolf Whispers | Andaleeb Wajid

The wolf is back. School trips will never be the same.

The Studio
GRRR! KEEE! HISSS! Time to write a wildlife
poem | Bijal Vachharajani

Meet India’s wild animals and find out all about them. Sharpen your pencils,
pick up your notepads for this marathon wildlife poetry writing session.

Doodle Wall
Masks on the Wall | Proiti Roy

Pick a shape and turn it into a mask using your imagination.
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Crafty Corner
Fevicreate Crafty Corner 1 | A Pictureperfect Friendship
Create a friend-themed photo frame that will last forever.

Touch and Smell a Painting | Siddhant Shah
Close your eyes and explore the Indian Modern Masters.

Make Your SuperVillain | Savio Mascarenhas

Draw your very own SuperVillain, complete with evil powers and
evil gadgets!

Bookazooh | Malavika PC

Create an installation to remember using chairs and paper-crafted
animalia.

The Auditorium
Qissebaazi | Kailash Waghmare & Saattvic

Be ready to be captivated. Kailash presents a satire on contemporary
social and political issues written by Veera Rathod, while Saattvic tells
the musical tale of how drama came to be.
Directed by Danish Husain
Produced by The Hoshruba Repertory

3rd & 4th Nov 2018
09:00 – 14:30

Venue
www.bookaroo.in

Delhi Public School
Srinagar

Years

